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Bras & Bra Cups

UNDERGARMENTS

Bras or individual bra cups are designed for use in garments when a traditional bra will not work. They can be
used in addition to, or as a replacement of, a traditional bra. First choose a style to fit the garment, then choose
the proper cup size.
Sew-In Bra
Bra with soft cups to be
stitched into swimwear
and strapless or
backless garments.

Molded Foam Bra Cups
Designed to be sewn into
swimwear, dresses and
formalwear that require
firm support and shaping.

Sew-In Bikini Bra
A bikini shaped bra
designed to be sewn into
swimwear, halters and
dresses. Trim the cups to fit
the shape of the garment.

Push-Up Bra Cups
Full-size push-up cups
for inserting into bras.
They help to form and
re-shape the bustline.

Self-Adhesive Bra
A porous, fabric bra with
a self-adhesive backing
designed for one time
use. Bra provides the lift
and support needed for
plunging necklines, strapless
or backless garments.
Simply cut to desired size
and garment shape and
apply directly to skin.

Soft Molded Bra Cups
Cups provide soft shaping
to swimwear, formalwear
and lingerie and can be
tacked into place.
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Bust Enhancers
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Enhancers are designed to fit inside a traditional bra, or to be used in addition to garment attached bra cups.
Removable for use in multiple garments.
Half Size
Small-size enhancer
designed to lift and shape all
cup sizes. Use in traditional
bras, garment attached
bras, or by themselves inside
formalwear and swimwear.

Tear Drop
Enhancer made to fit inside
the bra to naturally shape
and firm the bustline.

Push-Up
Enhancer with push-up
feature to lift, shape
and firm the bustline.

Full Size
Large enhancer fits inside
the bra to provide the
ultimate lift, shape and
firming of the bustline.

Gel-Filled Bra Cups
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Bra cups are gel-filled to provide a natural look, shape and feel. Easy to use and interchange between garments.
Simply hand wash and air dry between uses.

Molded Gel-Filled Bra Cups
Add these bra cups to
swimwear, dresses and
formalwear for firm comfortable
support. Can be tacked into
place or positioned inside
garment for a comfortable fit.
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Bra Accessories
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Bra-Back Extenders
Soft back insets with hooks on one end and eyes on the opposite
end. Attach extender to existing bra hooks. Extender adds 1” to
3” to back of bra.
Shoulder Strap Pads
Pads attach to bra straps for extra support, providing comfort and
easing pressure on shoulders.
Shoulder Strap Guards
Ideal for multiple straps. Keeps straps securely together and prevents
them from slipping off shoulders.

Bra Strap Holders
Elastic holder secures straps at the back. Prevents visibility and keeps straps
from slipping off shoulders. Suitable for use with any width of bra straps.

Bra Repairs
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Bra-Back Repairs
Sew-in elastic replacement strip with two rows of eyes and separate hook
replacement piece. Soft backing provides comfort and eliminates skin
irritation.
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Shoulder Straps & Accessories
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Elastic Straps
Adjustable elastic straps for replacing existing straps or for new undergarment construction.
Lingerie Strap Slides & Rings
Use when constructing camisoles and slip dresses. Also great for headbands.

Dress & Garment Shields
Dress & Garment Shields
Protects clothing from stains and odors. Pin or hand tack shield to
inside of garment over underarm seam. Shield absorbs odors and
wetness. Can be hand or machine washed and laid flat to dry.
Disposable Garment Shields
Protects garment from stains and odors. Adhesive strips attach
shield to inside of garment over underarm seam. Discard after use.

Maternity Panels
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Stretch Maternity Panels
Stretchy polyester fabric panel used to convert existing garments into maternity wear or for use in new maternity garment
construction.
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